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More often than not, residents would face these problems when their vehicles enter 
or leave a neighborhood’s enclave using access card. The gate never opens even 
though you have waved your access card repeatedly from the inside of your car 
because the distance between the card and the reader is too far to be readable. 
You place your card in a holder that is attached to a windscreen but more than often 
the card drops making it difficult for you to retrieve it.  Worse, the top-notched quality 
tinted-glass of your car blocks the RFID signal from reading the card, requiring  you to 
wind down the window to gain access or exit to your neighbourhood, everytime! 

It’s time to end all of those frustrations with the transparent anti-torn UHF long range 
RFID sticker.  Simply stick it on the inside or outside of your car’s windscreen for the 
reader to automatically reads your vehicle’s information hassle free. The sticker is 
designed weatherproof and its transparency nature made it inconspicuous to the 
public. The sticker is also embedded with  anti-torn safety feature, making it 
damaged and unusable if someone tries to peel it off from your vehicle and paste it 
for dubious activities.

Get the UHF RFID Sticker for a perfect hands-free auto-access and secure system for 
your vehicle and manage the ins and outs of your enclave without any hassle. 

Transparent Anti-Torn
       UHF RFID sticker
                       Automate Access Safely & Stealthily 

Fragile paper

ISO14443A/B,ISO15693

HF:(13.56MHz)：MIFARE Classic® 1K , MIFARE Classic ® 4K , MIFARE® 
DESFire ® EV1 (2K/4K/8K) , MIFAREPlus® (2K/4K) , MIFARE Ultralight ® , 
MIFARE Ultralight ® EV1, MIFARE Ultralight®  C , Ntag213/ Ntag215 / 
Ntag216 , FM11RF08 , ICODE SLI/-L/-X/-S etc.

1M-10M (related to the reader and reading environment.) 

100,000 times.

10 years.

-25~70 

20~90

-30~85

YES

Laser code, barcode, QR code printing

screen printing, offset printing etc

94 x 20 or Customizable.

Material

RF Protocol

Chips available

Reading Range

Read/write operation

Working Life

ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS
•Work temperature (°C)

•Work humidity (%)

Storage temperature (°C)

Weather Proof

Surface Crafts

Printing

Size (mm)

Packaging
Dimension (mm) :  12 (W) x 12 (H)
Weight  :  0.03 kg


